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Abstract . We determine all natural operators transforming classical torsion-free 
linear connections on a manifold M into classical linear connections on T*M. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
We study the problem of lifting of a classical torsion-free linear connection on a 
manifold M into a classical linear connection on the cotangent bundle T*M. Some 
lifts of such a type were first considered by Yano and Patterson in [4], [5]. We recall 
them in Section 1 and we add an interesting generalization by Gancarzewicz, [1]. In 
Section 2 we give a complete description of all natural lifts of our type by finding of all 
natural difference tensors. Hence our main result can be formulated as the following 
assertion about natural operators in the sense of [3]. 
Propos i t ion 1. All natural operators transforming a classical torsion-free linear con-
nection on a manifold M into a classical linear connection on the cotangent bundle 
T*M are the sum of a classical lift from Section 1 with a natural difference tensor 
from the 21-parameter family determined in Proposition 2. 
In Section 3 we interpret generators of the natural difference tensors geometri-
cally.—All manifolds and maps are assumed to be infinitely differentiate. 
1. CLASSICAL LIFTS 
Let V be a classical torsion-free linear connection on M with the coordinate ex-
pression dXl = Vl2k(x)X*dx
k, where x ' , X% = dxx are some coordinates on TM. 
First we define the complete lift of V to T*M (x\ pi are the corresponding coor-
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dinates on T*M). We consider a (0,2)-tensor field g on T*M with components 
9ij = ZpkV-j 
9\=H 
4=3 
9ij = 0 
Clearly, g is symmetric and regular, i.e. g is a pseudo-Riemannian metric, (ds)2 = 
2dxx(dpi + pkVkjdx*). We call g the Riemann extension of V and denote it by V ^ . 
Let V c be the Levi-Civita connection determined by the Riemann extension VR. We 
call V c the complete lift of V to T*M. Some properties of the complete lift can be 
found in the above-mentioned paper [4] by Yano and Patterson, but it is necessary to 
remark that they are not too simple. For example V ^ C F
C ^ (VxY)c, where X c , 
Yc are the complete lifts of vector fields X , Y to T*M. The coordinate expression 
of V c is 
dX* = V)kX
jdxk 
dPi = pm(y?kti - V £ t - V S f i - 2V%V
l
jk)X>dx
k - VkjX'dPk - VikPjdx
k 
provided X% = dx\ Pi = dpi, are the induced coordinates on TT*M. 
Second we define the horizontal lift of V. The horizontal lift VH of V to T*M is 
a unique classical linear connection on T*M satisfying 






where uv, 9V are vertical lifts of 1-forms a;, 0 and XH, YH are horizontal lifts of vector 
fields X , Y with respect to V. A direct evaluation yields the following coordinate 
expression of V ^ 
dXl = V)kX
jdxk 
dPi = p T O ( - V * fc - V£V| f c - VTyjk)XUx
k - V^XUpu - V\hPidx
k 
Gancarzewicz in [1] showed a way of generalizing VH. For every linear connection 
D on T*M (with the coordinate expression dpi = —D\k(x)pjdx
k) and every classical 
linear connection V on M there exists a unique classical linear connection (we call it 
Gancarzewicz'3 lift) V G = V G ( D , V) on T*M satisfying 
V£v«v=0 
G VH 
G aV _ / n û\V 
V^yY" =0 
VX„
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where the horizontal lifts of vector fields are taken with respect to D. If V* is the 








k - Dk{jX>dpk - DjkPjdx
k 
2. ALL NATURAL LIFTS 
All natural lifts of classical torsion-free linear connections to T*M are completely 
described by one lift together with all natural difference tensors. That is to say the 
difference of two classical linear connections on T*M is a (l,2)-tensor field on T*M 
and for finding all natural tensors of such a type we use standard methods stated in 
[2]. 
If we take the standard fiber Fn = TT0*R
m, then r-th order natural difference 
tensors correspond to the equivariant bilinear maps 
L:F0xFo-+Fo, L((x,p,X,P),(x,p,Y,Q)) = (x,p,X,P), 
in coordinates 
(1) X* = K)kX
jYk + L?XjQk + Mk
jPjYk + NiikPjQk 
Pi = PijkX
jYk + Q%XiQk + PJikPjY
k + S\kPjQk 
Indeed, every such a natural operator has finite order, see [3], Prop.23.5., that is 
why all natural lifts of V to T*M have finite order r and for this reason functions 
K)k,Lf ,Ml
J,Nijk,Pijk,Qkj,Rik,SJ
k depend on Pi,V)k and on partial derivatives 
~7)k}a (
a rnultiindex, 1 < |a.| < r). 
The equivariant maps in question are to be found under the action of Gm on FQ 
given by equations 
(2) pi = a\pj 






where a),a)k are coordinates of the inverse element a~
l; a G Gm, and under the 
well-known action 
jk = almajak + al^mnaj ak 




R3ik, Sj (barred functions denote the transformed quantities). 
By comparing of coordinates between the equation (1) for Xx and the same one 
- * 
for X we obtain 
Nijk = a\Nlmrlaman 
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The action of Gm on N
tjk is tensorial and the equivariancy with respect to homoth-
eties in Gm (given by a) = k8),a)k = 0) yields 
^ ! v ^ ( P . , vj. f c ,vj f c ia) = iV''
fc(tW,fcVJ.fc)fc
1+l°'IVJ.fcia) 
Letting k —» 0 we find Ntjk = 0. Next, on condition Ntjk = 0 we obtain 
M^=a\Mn
mam~al 
L)k = a\LlZ~amakn 
and in the same way we find Mk = L)
k = 0. Further, on condition Ntjk = Mk = 
L)k = 0 we obtain 
if* „* ẑ ' z.mzn 
Kjk = alKmnaj ak 
The action of Gm on K)k is tensorial and the equivariancy with respect to homotheties 
in Gm yields 
kK)k(Pi, v)k, v ; . M ) = K)k(kPi, kv)k, fc
1+"-i v;.fcia) 
By the homogeneous function theorem, [3], Th.24.1., and the invariant tensor theorem, 
[3], Th.24.4., we have 







If we put a) = 8), the equivariancy reads 
0 = Aa)k + Ba\k + Ca
l
tj 
Hence A = B = C = 0 and K)k = a8)pk + b8
t
kpj. 
By comparing of coordinates between the equation (1) for Pi and the same one 
for Pi we obtain Sjk = 0,Q^ = c6?pj + d8kjpi,R
3
ik = e8{pk + f6
3
kpi. The procedure 
is quite analogous and that is why we don't perform all these steps in detail here. 
However, the computation of Pijk is more complicated. We have 
P~ ~\ r> 7.m7.n %l „T 7.m^ If*1 l 7.1 f\n 7m„T 7s ^ I ^ ' lD m ^ r 7s ^ 7n 
ijk - a^imnaj ak - aialman prKjk + a . C ^ a , an3akpr + aiKlnam3ajprak 
The action of Gm on Pijk is tensorial and the equivariancy with respect to homotheties 
in Gm yields 
k3Piik{Pi,V)k,V)k,a) = P.i t(^. ,fcV}*,fc
1 + l aIVJ f c i a) 
By the homogeneous function theorem we see that admissible degrees of (pi-V**, 
VJ M ,VJ f c / T O ) are (3 ,0 ,0 ,0) , (2,1,0,0) , (1 ,2 ,0 ,0) , (1 ,0 ,1 ,0) , (0 ,3 ,0 ,0) , (0 ,1 ,1 ,0) , 
(0 ,0 ,0 ,1) . Put t ing a) = 6) yields 
(3) Pijk = Pijk - a\mp,(a6?pk + bS
mpj)+ 
amkPl{c&?Pj + d6?Pi) + amjPl(eSFPk + ff>™Pi) 
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and by the invariant tensor theorem we obtain 
I . (3 ,0 ,0 ,0) : Pijk = gpiPjpkij-e. Pijk = gPiPjPk-
I I . (2 ,1 ,0 ,0) : Pijk = DpiptV
1^ + Epjptf^ + FpkPi^ + GpiPjV\k + Hpipk% + 
IpjPkV\i- We compare a ' k-elements with (3) and we obtain G = H = I = 0, 
D = d+f,E = c-b,F = e-a. This means Pijk = (d+ f)piPiV
l
jk + (c- b)pjPiV\k + 
(e-a)pkPiV\j. 
III . To the remaining cases we apply the following lemma. 
L e m m a . Let E,F be Gm-spaces. For every G^-map f : E x TmQ -» F there 
exists a unique Gm-map g : E x K
r~l —* F satisfying f = g o Cr~1, where Cr~1 = 
(C, Ci , . . . , CV-i) is the formal curvature and its absolute differentials up to order r — 1 
and Kr~l = Cr~1(TmQ) is (r — l)-th order curvature space. 
Proof is only a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 28.6., [3]. • 
In our case, we have factorization through g : Rm* x Kl —> 0 Rm*, where the 
canonical coordinates in Kl are R)kh R)klm' (R)kl a r e skew-symmetric in the last 




By the homogeneous function theorem we see that admissible degrees of (p,-,.R*-fc-, 
R)kim) a r e (3-0,0), (1,1,0), (0,0,1). The first case was described in I. We look into 
remaining cases. 
I l l A . (1,1,0): By the invariant tensor theorem and by the first Bianchi identity we 
find 
Pijk = hpiR\jk + mRkij +JPiRljkl + kPiRklj + lPjRkli + mPjR\ik + nPkR\ji + opkR\ij 
I I I B . (0,0,1): By the invariant tensor theorem, by the absolute derivative of the first 
Bianchi identity and by the second Bianchi identity we find 
Pijk = PRjikl + <lRjlik + rRkijl + sRklij + tRlijk + uRlkij 
Thus, we have proved our main result. 
Propos i t ion 2. All natural difference tensors on T*M form a 21-parameter family 



























Pi)X*Qk + (e6jPk + f6{Pi)PjY
k 
Let us remark that if i = 1 and all other coefficients are zero, we obtain just the 
difference between the complete lift and the horizontal lift. 
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3 . GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION 
We give a geometrical interpretation of the individual generators of the 21-para-
meter family of natural difference tensors. 
We consider the canonical projections ir : T*M —> M , a : TT*M —• T*M, r = 
TTT : TT*M -> TM. Further, the identification T*M x M T*M = VT*M determines 
an injection i : T*M —• TT*M, t(x,p) = (x ,p ,0 ,p) . 
Let H = ( : r , p , X , P ) , J = (x,p,Y,Q) € TT0*R
m. Then X = r ( J T ) , y = r ( J ) , p = 
a(H) = a (J ) . 
a. (such an underbarred letter means a = 1 and all other coefficients are zero) 
The coordinate expression 
P = X\pkY
k) 
Pi = -p.v^x'^r*) 
represents a lift of X with respect to dual connection V* multiplied by the evaluation 
(X,p), i.e. the operator V*(X)(Y,p). 
b. as a.; V*(Y)(X,p). 
c. The coordinate expression 
X ' = 0 
Pi = (piV\kY
k+Qi)(piX>) 
represents a difference between J and a lift of Y with respect to V* multiplied by 
(X,p) , i.e. the operator (J - V*(Y))(X,p). 
d. The coordinate expression 




k + XtQj)Pi 
represents a contraction of the vertical vector J — V*(Y) by X multiplied by i(p), i.e. 
the operator (X, J - V*(Y))i(p). 
e.asc.;(H-V*(X))(Y,p). 
i asd. ; (Y,H-V*(X))t,(p). 
g. The coordinate expression 
X * ' = 0 
Pi = (PjXi)(pkY
k)pi 
represents the operator (X,p)(Y,p)i(p). 
h. The coordinate expression 
X * = 0 
Pi=plR\jkX
iYk 
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represents a contraction of the curvature tensor R by p, denoted by (i?i ,p). 
i. as h.; (R2,p). 
j . The coordinate expression 
P = 0 
Pi = (RljklX*Y
k)Pi 
represents a contraction of the curvature tensor R into itself multiplied by i(p), which 
is an operator denoted by R\i(p). 
k.l.m.n.o. as j . ; R2i(p), R^t(p), R^(p), R$i<(p), Re^p)-




represents a contraction of the absolute differential of the curvature tensor into itself, 
which will be denoted by V.Ri. 
a.r.s.t.u. as p.; VR2, V # 3 , V#4 , V # 5 , Vfie-
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